Independent segmental inhibitory modulation of synaptic efficacy of the soleus H-reflex.
Synaptic efficacy associated with muscle spindle feedback is partly regulated via depression at the Ia-motorneuron synapse through paired reflex depression (PRD) and presynaptic inhibition (PI). The purpose of this study was to examine PRD and PI of the soleus H-reflex at rest and with a background voluntary muscle contraction. The experiment was conducted on 10 healthy males with no history of neurological deficits. Soleus H-reflex and M-wave curves were elicited in three conditions: unconditioned, PRD (two consecutive H-reflexes with 100 ms interval), and PI (1.2 × MT to tibialis anterior 100 ms prior to soleus H-reflex). Each condition was tested at rest and with a 10% soleus contraction. PRD and PI both produced a pronounced inhibition to the soleus motor pool at rest, with a significant difference observed between threshold values (78.9, 89.3, and 90.4% for unconditioned, PRD, and PI reflexes, respectively). During the voluntary contraction the threshold for both inhibitory mechanisms was significantly reduced, and were not different from the unconditioned H-reflex (74.5, 78.9, and 77.0% for unconditioned, PRD, and PI reflexes, respectively). The slope of PI and the PI Hmax/Mmax ratio were significantly altered during contraction whereas no differences were observed for PRD. The results suggest these inhibitory mechanisms depend on the interaction between background voluntary activation and stimulus intensity. This behavior of these inhibitory mechanisms underscores the specificity of spinal circuitry in the control of motor behaviors.